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Problem 1:

We have legacy data in different shapes and flavours. 

How do we identify the pieces of information that 
need to be supported by DINA-Web? 

!



Asking users is good,  
but probably not enough…

It can be difficult to find users that can answer our 
questions. 

Risk of too early prioritisation of certain kinds of data 
due to users' own preferences. 

!



Documenting existing databases will 
not suffice either…
Risk of focusing too much on current implementations 
rather than needs. 

Much time will be spent on documenting fields with 
unclear or mixed content. 

Inappropriate or inconsistent names of tables and 
fields will cause confusion. 

Descriptions of tables and fields may not capture all 
important aspects of the data.



Example data help us identify needs

Example data are data in a format that we think DINA-Web should 
ultimately support. 

Example data is a way to represent relevant legacy data. 

Example data should be realistic, but not necessarily real. 

Example data do not have to be supported by the current version of 
DINA-Web. 

Example data will be stored as simple csv-files in the GitHub 
repository named "sample-data". 

The example data is tentative and will continue to grow and evolve 
along with the development of DINA-Web.



Sample data help us identify needs

The example-data repo: 

• README.md 

• csv-files with representative data 

• description of the content of each csv-file



Problem 2:

When developing DINA-Web we need realistic data 
for testing new features. 

How do we get good test data? 

!



Answer: We create test data  
from available example data
We create test data from example data with (simple) 
transformation scripts. 

Like the example data, the test data should also consist of 
simple csv-files. 

The transformation scripts co-evolves with the example data 
and DINA-Web. 

With time, example data and test data will become more and 
more similar, and less transformations will be needed. 

Test data may also be collected from other sources.





Suggested discussion items

What do you think about this way of working with 
example data? 

How can we collaborate around the example data? 

Is it time for forming a group of people working 
specifically with evolving example data and the data 
model? 

Should we set up a mailing list for discussions 
relating to the data model?


